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Historic partnership between France and Australia to build 12 submarines 
To build a huge oceanic program

Paris, Washington DC, 28.04.2016, 02:03 Time

USPA NEWS - Australia has chose France and DCNS as partners for the construction of 12 submarines in a historic partnership. It
marks a decisive step in the strategic partnership between the two countries, which will cooperate for 50 years on the major element of
sovereignty.

Australia has chose France and DCNS as partners for the construction of 12 submarines in a historic partnership. It marks a decisive
step in the strategic partnership between the two countries, which will cooperate for 50 years on the major element of sovereignty that
represents the submarine capability.------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

France is grateful for the confidence shown him proud of Australia and technological excellence which its companies have
demonstrated in this high level competition. This new success will create jobs and development in France and Australia.
The French President Hollande has asked the Defence Minister to visit Australia to quickly start the accompaniment of this exceptional
industrial program in its scale and scope. He thanked Australia for its choice and congratulate all those who contributed to take this
decision. Elysee

AUSTRALIA CHOSEN FRANCE FOR A HUGE OCEANIC SUBMARINE PROGRAM------------------------------------------
“I congratulate all those who participated in the preparation of the French proposal in response to the call for tenders Australia for its

important oceanic submarine program. The industrials, especially DCNS, and state services were mobilized in an exemplary manner
to promote the French offer. It is a new illustration of the ability of our country to persuade and win in the most technologically
advanced sectors. For France and Australia, cooperation on 50 years opens a new page of our strategic relations, which are already
exceptional quality and rooted in the long term. Our close in terms of values, strategic and global interests, and geographically, through
the neighborhood of our Pacific territories, are further strengthened by this new joint project in the field of defense.“� Jean Marc
Ayrault, French Minster of Foreign Affairs, declared. French Diplomacy
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